Part- A: Multiple Choice Questions

Instructions: Fifteen Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are given in this part. Each question carries two marks.

Students migrated to Madina because of:

- farming (b)
- trade (a)
- cruelties of Jews (d)
- cruelties of Quraish (c)
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The term "Itteba-e-Rasool" means:

(a) life of the Holy Prophet
(b) way of the Holy Prophet
(c) obedience to the Holy Prophet
(d) actions of the Holy Prophet

According to Hadith, which worship will be rewarded by God Himself?

Recitation of the Holy Quran (b) Jihad
Pilgrimage (d) Fasting

The major cause of the decline of Muslims in the present age, is:

(a) mutual disputes
(b) getting western education
(c) disobedience of parents
(d) neglecting the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet

On Friday, virtues (reward) equal to that of sacrificing the camel are awarded on:

(a) wearing new clothes
(b) coming in the mosque first of all
(c) sitting in the first row
(d) calling to prayer (calling Azaan)

Immigrants' hardships came to an end because of:

(a) Treaty of Hudaibia
(b) Half-ul-Fazool
(c) Muakhat-e-Madina
(d) Madina Pact
From Ghazwa-e-Khandaq (Battle of Trench), we learn the lesson of:

- forgiveness
- steadfastness
- tolerance
- justice and equity

In the Battle of Uhud, Hazrat Mas'ab bin Umair was assigned the responsibility of:

- holding the flag
- leading the archers
- leading the army
- serving water to the injured

Islam declared all Muslims as brother to each other on the basis of:

- nationalism
- race
- religion
- colour

On conquest of Makkah, Holy Prophet’s forgiving "Wahshi", the killer of Hazrat Hamza, is the excellent example of:

- Afwo-Darguzar
- Rawadari
- Kifayat Shiaari
- Istiqamaat
The moderate way between miserliness and extravagance is:

- frugality (a) brotherhood (b) 
- sincerity (d) forgiveness (c) 

Who were financially weak at the time of migration to Madina?

- Non-believers of Islam (a) 
- Ansar (helpers) (b) 
- Muhajireen (Immigrants) (c) 
- Jews (d) 

For eradicating terrorism in Pakistan, we will have to adopt:

- generosity (a) 
- religious tolerance (b) 
- forgiveness (d) 
- simplicity (c) 

Hazrat Isa (Jesus Christ) was opposed by:

- Jewish scholars (b) 
- Christian scholars (a) 
- idol worshipping scholars (d) 
- Zoroastrian scholars (c) 

Hazrat Usman's business flourished mainly because of:

- honesty (a) 
- personal relations (b) 
- hard work (c) 
- business goodwill (d)